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Introduction 
Why get involved with social issues?
Every person can make a difference for the better in their 
communities. 

Change almost always begins with one person, or a small 
group of like-minded people, moved by their beliefs and 
convictions to make the world a more compassionate, just 
and loving place. 

We engage with government officials as part of our 
Christian witness. Laws and public policies impact how we 
live our lives. They shape the care and protection offered to 
our neighbours, including the most vulnerable among us. 
They can impact the extent to which our deeply held beliefs 
and practices are protected.

There are many simple and effective ways to engage with 
public policy issues. That is what this resource is all about. 

It’s particularly effective to develop positive relationships 
before there is a problem or concern. 

Take the initiative to make contact with your elected officials 
and the organizations in your community. Attend a summer 
barbecue, for example, or congratulate a new MP on being 
elected. Join local groups in serving your community. 

A community leader’s perception of Christians or church-
attenders will be more positive when you serve alongside 
them to meet neighbourhood needs.

Not just what we do, but how we do it
Thinking through how we engage can be just as important as 
what we do. 

Christian citizens about to engage in the work of advocacy 
– even just sending one letter or making a phone call to an 
MP – will strengthen their impact and witness by spending a 
few moments thinking about the tone they wish to take.

At the EFC, our goal is to work thoughtfully, respectfully and 
collaboratively. 

We often cooperate with others who share similar goals, 
although they may not share the same motivations or beliefs. 

We seek constructive change, and often that means 
incremental change. Patience is required.

We want to work together with others, respectfully and with 
humility, motivated by love for our neighbour.

Pray for MPs
—especially your local MP

 Pray that God would give wisdom and guidance.
 Pray for the ability to manage stress and demands on 

time.
 Pray for physical, mental, emotional, spiritual well-being.
 Pray for the ability to make wise and just decisions.
 Pray for relationships with family and friends.
 Pray for an openness to biblical perspectives.
 Pray for speech to be respectful and courteous to 

colleagues.
 Pray for peace, order and good government for our 

country.

I urge you, first of all, to pray for all people.  
Ask God to help them; intercede on their 
behalf, and give thanks for them. Pray this way 
for kings and all who are in authority so that 
we can live peaceful and quiet lives marked by 
godliness and dignity.” 

– 1 Timothy 2:1-2 (NLT)
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What’s the best way to 
contact an MP?
The time and effort you put into making contact lets an MP 
know an issue is important to you. Increase your impact by 
making contact in more than one way, for example sending 
an email and then following up with a phone call.

Petition or form letter
Signing a petition or sending a form letter is an easy, quick 
way to engage. They are most effective when large numbers 
of people participate. Use the wording in a petition or form 
letter to write a personal letter or email.

Email or letter
An MP takes note when their constituents write to them, 
even if they respond with a standardized reply about their 
party position. Even 4 or 5 personal communications from 
constituents can flag an issue as important.

Phone call
Calling is also a quick way to engage . It can be as easy as 
leaving a message with the MP’s staff that you have concerns 
or would like action on a particular issue. It gives greater 
impact to a letter or email to follow up with a phone call.

Meeting
Meeting with an MP, either in person or virtually, usually has 
the most impact. Several people who share concerns can 
arrange to meet with the MP at the same time.

Tips for contacting MPs
Find local MPs and cabinet ministers and their contact 
information at: www.ourcommons.ca/Members/en

Explain the issue and your concern briefly, and ask for your 
MP to take a specific action. Give reasons that your MP will 
understand and may agree with. Even if your MP agrees with 
your position, it’s a good idea to send a letter of support. MPs 
hear from both sides of an issue and often face pressure 
to change their position. A letter of support and thanks can 
encourage your MP to hold their position and can help them 
demonstrate grassroots support to their political party and 
the House of Commons.

Sample letter/email

Dear [Ms./Mr. last name], 
Thank you for serving our community. I live in your riding 
and I’m writing to you because I’m very concerned 
about kids being able to see violent pornography online. 
Kids and teens who see violent pornography are more 
likely to accept sexual violence and to engage in risky 
sexual activity. Stores and theatres restrict kids’ access 
to pornography in person. Why shouldn’t there be limits 
online? Please take steps to require pornography sites to 
confirm that their viewers are adults. 
Sincerely, [your name] [your address]

 Explain the issue and your concerns
 Ask for specific action

The greeting to the prime minister is “Dear Prime Minister.” 
To a cabinet minister, it’s “Dear Minister.” You can CC your 
local MP and the leaders of the other political parties when 
you write to the prime minister. You can CC the critics from 
the other parties when writing to a cabinet minister. [Find 
critics by searching for a political party’s name and the key 
words “shadow cabinet.”]

Mail to any MP can be sent postage-free to:

[MP’s name], MP 
House of Commons 
Ottawa, ON K1A 0A6

Before you press ‘send’ or open the mailbox, ask yourself a 
few questions: Am I saying something constructive? Would I 
speak to a friend this way? Am I representing Christ well?

Reach out on a positive note
Send a note of congratulations or encouragement to 
your local MP. Being an MP is a challenging job, with 
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many demands and significant stress. Meet your MP at a 
neighbourhood event. Make a point of introducing yourself 
and saying hello. Try to connect with your MP on a positive 
note before an issue of concern comes up.

Calling your MP
Your MP’s phone number is listed with other contact 
information at www.ourcommons.ca/Members/en. You can 
ask to arrange a time to speak to your MP directly, or you can 
leave a message with the MP’s staff or on voicemail. Even a 
quick phone call to say that you’ve sent an email or letter and 
ask the MP’s office to watch for it and respond has an impact. 
Or you can call first to share your concerns and then follow up 
with a letter or email. It’s a quick and easy way to make your 
engagement more effective.

Sample phone call

Hi, my name is [first name, last name]. I live in this riding 
and I’m really concerned about conscience protection 
for healthcare workers. I don’t think that anyone should 
have to participate in MAID against their deeply held 
beliefs. Do you know our MP’s position on this? I’d like our 
MP to take steps to put in place conscience protection. 
Could you or the MP call me back to let me know the 
MP’s view and what the MP will do? 
Thanks, I appreciate your time.

Tips for writing senators
Many Canadians may not realize they can interact with their 
senators as well as their MPs. Senators are appointed and 
represent a province or territory, rather than a particular 
riding. The Senate is often called a place of “sober second 
thought.” After a bill has passed the House of Commons, 
senators are still able to recommend changes when the bill 
is in the Senate. They are also able to introduce legislation as 
private member’s bills. You may wish to write to some or all 
of the senators that represent your province or territory. You 
can search for senators by province at sencanada.ca/en/
senators-list. The greeting to a senator is, “Dear Senator.”

Mail to senators can be sent postage-free to:

The Hon. [Senator’s name], Senator 
The Senate of Canada 
Ottawa, ON K1A 0A4 
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Planning a meeting or phone call 
MPs tend to have very busy schedules and may only be able 
to meet for 15 to 20 minutes. It’s a good idea to plan ahead 
how you will share your concerns and request action. Most 
importantly, be respectful and courteous. If you know others 
who share your concerns, several of you can arrange to meet 
with your MP at the same time.

 Thank the MP for making time to meet/talk
 Give a brief intro 

 For example: “My name is . . . I live in your riding at . . .”
 Explain the issue and why you’re concerned.

 For example: “I’m concerned about Bill xyz. This bill will 
have an impact on ...” Focus on just one issue and share 
your main points briefly Give reasons that your MP will 
understand and may agree with

 Ask for specific action
 For example: “I’d like you to try to change this part of Bill 

xyz” or “I’d like you to vote for Bill xyz in the House of 
Commons and to ask your caucus to support it, too.”

 Make sure to follow up after your meeting. Write or call 
to thank your MP for meeting and to remind your MP of 
your request.

What to expect  
after an email, letter or 
phone call
Your letter, email, phone call or meeting has an impact 
even though your MP is likely to reply with the standardized 
responses of the political party’s position. Don’t be 
discouraged by a standardized response or an MP seemingly 
not persuaded. An MP hears about and takes note whenever 
a constituent makes contact. An MP told a member of the 
EFC staff that if he receives five personal communications 
from his constituents on an issue, he knows it’s important.

If an MP takes the action you requested, for example voting 
in favour of a bill, send a note to say thank you.

Check the EFC’s website for information on public policy 
issues, www.TheEFC.ca. Keep up to date by signing up for 
the EFC’s weekly newsletter, www.TheEFC.ca/Update.

https://www.TheEFC.ca
https://www.TheEFC.ca/Update
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How a bill becomes law in Canada
and how you can participate

First reading
The bill is introduced, but not debated 

or voted on.

Second reading
The principles of the bill are debated, not 
the details. There is a vote on whether to 

approve the bill in principle.

Committee stage
A committee studies the bill in depth and 

may recommend changes.

Report stage
The chamber considers the bill as 

changed by the committee and may 
debate other changes. 

Third reading
The bill returns to the chamber for debate 

and a final vote.

Other chamber
The bill follows the same process in the 

other chamber of Parliament.  
(For example, House of Commons bills go 

to the Senate.)

Royal assent
After the bill passes in both the House 

of Commons and the Senate, it receives 
royal assent and becomes law.

MPs/Senators 
vote on the bill in 
principle. A letter 

or phone call from 
constituents has  

an impact.

Stakeholder groups 
and experts may 

ask to appear 
before committees 
or submit a written 

brief to recommend 
changes.

Ask a cabinet 
minister or MP to 

develop legislation 
in a particular area.

You can 
communicate 

support, requests or 
concerns as the bill 
goes through the 
same steps in the 

other chamber  
of Parliament. 

MPs/Senators vote 
on the bill in its 

final form. A letter 
or phone call from 
constituents has  

an impact.



How a bill becomes law
Refer to chart on page 6. 

Bills that start in the House of Commons are noted with a C. 
Bills that start in the Senate are noted with an S.

A government bill is introduced by a cabinet minister and 
has the support of the prime minister and the cabinet. A 
private member’s bill is brought forward by a single MP or 
senator. House of Commons government bills are given 
a number between 2 and 199, private members’ bills are 
numbered starting at 200. 

Check the status of federal bills at www.parl.ca/LegisInfo.

What about church 
involvement?
Can a church refer to bills by name or number and explain 
what is contained in a bill? Can a pastor encourage the 
congregation to write or phone their MPs regarding their 
opinion on a bill?

A charity can engage on a policy issue, as long as it aligns 
with their charitable objectives, in a way that is non-partisan 
and doesn’t identify their position with any one political party.

Until recently, CRA guidelines allowed charities to use a 
limited portion of their resources to call for a change in the 
law or to ask people to contact their elected official. Today, as 
long as a charity’s policy dialogue and development activities 
are carried out in furtherance of their charitable purposes, 
the Income Tax Act places no limits on the amount of policy 
dialogue and development in which a charity can engage.

For more information on charities engaging on policy 
issues, see the January 2019 CRA guidance, “Public policy 
dialogue and development activities by charities.”
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But seek the welfare of the city where I have 
sent you into exile and pray to the Lord on its 
behalf, for in its welfare you will find  
your welfare,”

– Jeremiah 29:7 (ESV)

Conclusion
Our civic engagement, like our action in all other areas of life, 
is part of our Christian witness.

One of the ways we can show love to our neighbours is to 
ask for the best possible laws to be passed in our country. 

It can be as quick as a phone call, or as in-depth as a 
meeting, but MPs take note of how people engage and what 
matters to their constituents.

Our primary concern is to see Christ glorified. As His 
ambassadors, we must act with respect, integrity, wisdom 
and perseverance
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